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Abstract

In this paper we propose an argumentative agent model
able to reason and make decisions, communicate and
negotiate with other agents with the aim of supporting
service selection and composition. Actually, our agent
model is inspired from the general-purpose KGP agent
model which deals only partially with priorities as re-
quired by our application. We provide here an argu-
mentation framework which adopts Knowledge, Goals,
Decisions, and Priorities as the main component to per-
form the individual and social reasoning of agents. We
propose here an example to illustrate our approach.

Introduction
Service-oriented programming is proving to be an excel-
lent test bed by requiring agents to play various roles for
the provision of services in an open and distributed sys-
tem (Hendler 2001). On the other side, argumentation pro-
vides a powerful agent model for interacting, deliberating
agents to assess the validity of received information and
to be able to resolve conflicts of opinion.It is an essen-
tial ingredient of decision-making (Kakas & Moraitis 2003;
Morge & Mancarella 2007), inter-agent communication, and
negotiation (Kakas & Moraitis 2006; Amgoud, Dimopoulos,
& Moraitis 2007).

In this paper we propose an argumentative agent model
able to reason, communicate and negotiate with other agents
with the aim of supporting service selection/composition,as
envisaged in the ARGUGRID project1. The human user
requesting (resp. controlling) a service is only required to
specify an abstract description of her needs (resp. com-
petencies) for this service, possibly with some preferences
about them. The selection (resp. the suggestion) of these
services, as well as their composition, are tasks delegated
to the autonomous agents. The main focus and contribu-
tion of this paper is to provide an in-depth report on our
agent model inspired from the general-purpose KGP model
(Kakaset al. 2004). This latter deals only partially with
priorities as required by our application. We provide here
a suitable representation of Knowledge, Goals, Decisions
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and Priorities built upon the approach of (Dung, Mancar-
ella, & Toni 2007), which does not deal only with the prefer-
ences amongst goals but also with uncertainty of knowledge
and expected utilities of decisions. In this way, we provide
a computational argumentation framework (AF, for short)
which performs the individual reasoning, allowing to shift
from the goals and preferences provided by the user request-
ing (resp. providing) a service to an internal and abstract
representation of her needs (resp. competencies). Moreover,
this AF performs the social reasoning, allowing to shift, by
means of negotiation, from these abstract representationsto
concrete ones, in terms of contracts. A protocol engine man-
ages the communication. Finally, we deploy a typical pro-
curement process to illustrate our approach.

The paper is organized as follows. At first, we intro-
duce the real world use case to motivate/illustrate our ap-
proach. Secondly, we present our computational argumen-
tation framework for decision making. Thirdly, we apply
our AF to perform the individual reasoning and the social
reasoning of agents. Then, we outline the social interaction
amongst agents. Finally, we discuss related work and we
conclude by summarising our proposal.

Use Case Scenario
In order to illustrate our model, we consider an e-
procurement scenario where a buyer seeks to purchase com-
plex services and the suppliers combine their competencies
in order to provide solutions. We consider 6-steps pro-
curement processes (Stournaras 2007) whereby: a requester
looks for potential suppliers (step 1), gathers information in
order to evaluate them (step 2), creates a shortlist according
to this information (step 3). The requester asks the short-
listed suppliers to provide a quote for the services (step 4),
chooses one of the suppliers (step 5), and finally negotiates
with the winner the terms & conditions of the contract (step
6). Information-seeking dialogues are required for support-
ing the steps 1, 2 and 4 while argumentation-based nego-
tiation is required to perform the step 6. These dialogues
should conform to suitable protocols.

Within the generic e-procurement scenario we consider a
specific case where a buyer looks for a serviceS which is
composed of a serviceSa, provided by an A-type agent, and
a serviceSb, provided by a B-type agent. We will focus on
the process involving an A-type agentAl as a requester and



a B-type agentBob as a supplier.Al’s goal consists of find-
ing and agreeing to a serviceSb provided by a B-type agent.
According toAl preferences, the cost of the service must be
low, and the quality of the service must be high.Al needs to
solve a decision-making problem about the service and the
supplier for that service. On the other hand, the goal of the
supplierBob consists of agreeing to provide a service. Ac-
cording toBob’s preferences, the cost of the service must be
high, and the quality of the service must be low.Bob needs
to solve a decision-making problem about the service it can
provide. The two decision making processes take place in
a dynamic setting, whereby information about other agents
and the services they require/provide is obtained incremen-
tally within the e-procurement process described previously.
The outcome of this process will be a contract, i.e. a legal re-
lation between them that typically force commitments (e.g.
obligations) from one agent to another about the provision
of the services. In the concrete use case, the contract obliges
Bob to provide the serviceSb(e) to Al, with low cost and
low quality.

Within our proposed agent model, the e-procurement pro-
cess is supported by argumentation. In the concrete use case,
Al, as a requester, uses argumentation to collect informa-
tion on the available services and on the suppliers.Al (resp.
Bob), as a requester, (resp. as a provider) uses argumenta-
tion for deciding which service it needs (resp. it can provide)
taking into account its preferences and possibly the inconsis-
tency of information it has gathered. Moreover, through ar-
gumentation, the participants provide an interactive and in-
telligible explanation of their choices. For instance,Al can
argue that a service is justified as a good deal from his view-
point since its cost is low. The previous argument will incite
Bob to suggest a service with a low cost to reach quickly a
good deal. Thus, in our framework agents can use argumen-
tation for influencing each other.

Argumentation Framework
We present here our computational argumentation frame-
work for decision-making (Morge & Mancarella 2007). At
first, we introduce argumentation. At second, we define the
decision framework which captures decision making prob-
lems. At third, we define the arguments and their interac-
tion.

Abstract Argumentation
The framework proposed in this paper is based on Dung’s
abstract approach to defeasible argumentation (Dung 1995)
which considers arguments as atomic and abstract entities
interacting through a single binary relation over these. More
formally, an abstract argumentation framework is a pair
AAF = 〈A, defeats〉 whereA is a finite set of arguments
and defeats⊆ A × A is a binary relation2 overA. We
say that a setS of arguments defeats an argumenta if a is
defeated by one argument inS.

According to this framework, Dung introduces various
extension-based semantics in order to analyse whenever a
set of arguments can be considered as collectively justified.

2Actually, the defeat relation is called attack in (Dung 1995).

Definition 1 (Semantics) Let〈A, defeats〉 be an AAF. For
S ⊆ A a set of arguments, we say that:

• S is conflict-freeiff ∀a, b ∈ S a does not defeatb;
• S is admissibleiff S is conflict-free andS defeats every

argumenta such thata defeatsS;
• S is preferrediff S is maximally admissible;
• S is completeiff S is admissible andS contains all argu-

mentsa such thatS defeats all defeaters againsta;
• S is groundediff S is minimally complete;

These declarative model-theoreticsemanticsof the AAF
capture various degrees of justification ranging from very
permissive conditions, calledcredulous, to restrictive re-
quirements, calledsceptical. The semantics of an admissible
(or preferred) set of arguments is credulous. However, there
might be several conflicting admissible sets. That is the rea-
son why various sceptical semantics have been proposed for
the AAF, notably the grounded semantics. Since some ul-
timate choices amongst various justified sets of alternatives
are not always possible, we consider in this paper only the
credulous semantics. Statements representing the decision
making problem should be expressed in order to perform
decision making.

Decision Framework
Since we want to instantiate our AF for performing the in-
dividual/social reasoning of agents, we need to specify a
particular logic allowing to express statements represent-
ing knowledge, goals, and decisions as well as priorities
amongst these statements.

In the object languageL, we distinguish:

• a set ofabstract goals(resp. concrete goals), i.e. some
predicate symbols which represent the abstract (resp. con-
crete) features of the decisions;

• a set ofdecisions, i.e. some predicate symbols which rep-
resent the actions which must be performed or not;

• a set ofalternatives, i.e. some constants symbols which
represent the mutually exclusive actions for each decision;

• a set ofbeliefs, i.e. some predicate symbols which repre-
sent epistemic statements. In the language, we explicitly
distinguishassumable(resp.non-assumable) beliefs, i.e.
literals which can (resp. cannot) be taken for granted.

We assume that users provide, via the GUI,influence di-
agrams(cf. examples in Fig. 1), i.e simple graphical rep-
resentations of multi-attribute decision problems, to display
the structure of the problem related to the evaluation of ser-
vices (to be obtained or provided). In addition, the GUI al-
lows the user to communicate user-specific preferences. The
elements of the decision problem, i.e.values(represented by
rectangles with rounded corners),decisions(represented by
rectangles) andknowledge(represented by ovals), are con-
nected by arcs where predecessors are independent and af-
fect successors. Values may be structured hierarchically in
an influence diagrams, where the top,abstractvalues (rep-
resented by rectangles with rounded corner and double line)
aggregate the lower,concretevalues. Values represent the
agents’ goals.



Since we want to consider conflicts in the object lan-
guage, we need some forms of negation. For this purpose,
we consider strong negation, also called classical negation,
and weak negation, also called negation as failure. A strong
literal is an atomic first-order formula, possible precededby
strong negation¬. A weak literal is a literal of the form
∼ L, whereL is a strong literal. In order to express the
mutual exclusion between statements, we define the incom-
patibility relation (denoted byI ) as a binary relation over
atomic formulas which is asymmetric. Whatever the atom
L is a belief or a goal, we haveL I ¬L and¬L I L, while
we haveL I ∼ L but we do not have∼ L I L. Obviously,
D1(a1) I D1(a2) andD1(a2) I D1(a1), D1 being a deci-
sion predicate,a1 anda2 being different alternatives forD1.
Notice that in general a decision can be addressed by more
than two alternatives. We say that two sets of sentencesΦ1

andΦ2 are incompatible (Φ1 I Φ2) iff there is a sentenceφ1

in Φ1 and a sentenceφ2 in Φ2 such asφ1 I φ2. A theory
gathers the statements about the decision making problem.

Definition 2 (Theory) A theoryT is an extended logic pro-
gram, i.e a finite set of rules such asR: L0 ← L1, . . . , Lj ,∼
Lj+1, . . . ,∼ Ln with n ≥ 0, eachLi being a strong literal
in L. The literalL0, called theheadof the rule, is denoted
head(R). The finite set{L1, . . . ,∼ Ln}, called thebody
of the rule, is denotedbody(R). The body of a rule can be
empty. In this case, the rule is called afact. R, called the
nameof the rule, is an atomic formula ofL.

Considering a decision making problem, we distinguish:

• goal rulesof the formR: G0 ← G1, . . . , Gn with n > 0.
EachGi is a goal literal inL. The head of the rule is an
abstract goal (or its strong negation). According to this
rule, the abstract goal is promoted (or demoted) by the
combination of goal literals in the body;

• epistemic rulesof the formR: B0 ← B1, . . . , Bn with
n ≥ 0. EachBi is a belief literal ofL. According to this
rule, the beliefB0 is true if the conditionsB1, . . . , Bn are
satisfied;

• decision rulesof the formR: G ← D(a), B1, . . . , Bn

with n ≥ 0. The head of the rule is a concrete goal (or
its strong negation). The body includes a decision literal
(D(a) ∈ L) and a possible empty set of belief literals.
According to this rule, the concrete goal is promoted (or
demoted) by the decisionD(a), provided that conditions
B1, . . . , Bn are satisfied.

In order to evaluate the previous statements, all relevant
pieces of information should be taken into account, such as
the uncertainty of knowledge, the priority between goals, or
the expected utilities of the decisions. For this purpose, we
consider that thepriority P which is a (partial or total) pre-
order on the rules inT , i.e a reflexive and transitive relation
considering possibleex æquo. R1PR2 can be read “R1 has
priority overR2”. R1\PR2 can be read “R1 has no priority
overR2”, either becauseR1 andR2 areex æquoor because
R1 andR2 are not comparable.

The priority over concurrent rules depends on the nature
of rules. Rules areconcurrentif their heads are identical or

incompatible. We define three priority relations over con-
current rules:

• the priority overgoal rulescomes from thepreferences
overs goals. The priority of such rules corresponds to the
relative importance of the combination of (sub)goals in
the body as far as reaching the goal in the head is con-
cerned;

• the priority overepistemic rulescomes from theuncer-
taintyof knowledge. The prior the rule is, the more likely
the rule holds;

• the priority overdecision rulescomes from theexpected
utility of decisions. The priority of such rules corresponds
to the expectation of the conditional decision in promot-
ing/demoting the goal literal.

To summarize, adecision frameworkis a tupleD =
〈L, I , T ,P〉 which allows to capture a complex (and in-
complete) representation about a decision making problem.

Structure of Arguments
Since we want that agents provide an intelligible explanation
we adopt here the tree-like structure for arguments proposed
in (Vreeswijk 1997) and we extend it with suppositions to
build arguments upon missing information.

Definition 3 (Argument) An argumentis composed by a
conclusion, a top rule, some premises, some suppositions,
and some sentences. These elements are abbreviated by the
corresponding prefixes. An argumentA is:

1. a hypothetical argument. If L is an assumable belief lit-
eral, then the argument built upon a ground instance of
this assumable literal is defined as follows3:
conc(A) = L, top(A) = θ, premise(A) = ∅,
supp(A) = {L}, sent(A) = {L}.
or

2. abuilt argument.
2.1) Iff is a fact inT (i.e. body(f) = ∅), then thetrivial
argumentA built upon this fact is defined as follows:
conc(A) = head(f), top(A) = f ,
premise(A) = ∅, supp(A) = ∅,
sent(A) = {head(f)}.
2.2) Ifr is a rule inT , we define thetreeargumentA built
upon this rule as follows. Letbody(r) = {L1, . . . , Lj ,∼
Lj+1, . . . ,∼ Ln} and sbarg(A) = {A1, . . . , An} be
the collection of arguments such that, for each strong lit-
eral Li ∈ body(r), conc(Ai) = Li with i ≤ j or
conc(Ai) =∼ Li with i > j (eachAi is called a subar-
gument ofA). Then:
conc(A) = head(r), top(A) = r,
premise(A) = body(r),
supp(A) = ∪A′∈sbarg(A)supp(A′),
sent(A) = ∪A′∈sbarg(A)sent(A′)

∪{head(r)} ∪ body(r).

The subarguments of a tree argument concluding the weak
literals in the body of the top rule are hypothetical argu-
ments. Indeed, the conclusion of an hypothetical argument

3
θ denotes that no literal is required.



could be a strong or a weak literal while the conclusion of a
built argument is a strong literal. As in (Vreeswijk 1997), we
consider composite arguments, calledtree arguments, and
atomic arguments, calledtrivial arguments. Our definition
considers that the different premises can be challenged and
can be supported by subarguments. In this way, arguments
are intelligible explanations. Moreover, we considerhypo-
thetical arguments which are built upon missing informa-
tion. In this way, our framework allows to reason further by
making suppositions related to the unknown knowledge and
over possible decisions.

Interaction
Since the sentences of arguments are conflicting, we define
the attack relation amongst arguments.

Definition 4 (Attack relation) Let A andB be two argu-
ments.A attacksB iff sent(A) I sent(B).

According to this definition, if an argument attacks a subar-
gument, the whole argument is attacked.

Since arguments are more or less hypothetical, we define
the size of their suppositions.

Definition 5 (Supposition size) Let A be an arguments.
Thesize of suppositionsfor A, denotedsuppsz(A), is the
number of decision literals and assumable belief literals in
the sentences ofA.

Since arguments have different natures (hypothetical or
built) and the top rules of built arguments are more or less
strong, we define the strength relation as follows.

Definition 6 (Strength relation) Let A1 be a hypothetical
argument, andA2, A3 be two built arguments.

1. A2 is stronger thanA1 (denotedA2 P
A A1);

2. If (top(A2)Ptop(A3))∧¬(top(A3)Ptop(A2)), then
A2 P

A A3;

3. If (top(A2)\Ptop(A3)) ∧
(suppsz(A2) < suppsz(A3)) , thenA2 P

A A3;

Built arguments are preferred to hypothetical arguments. An
argument is stronger than another argument if the top rule of
the first argument has a proper higher priority than the top
rule of the second argument, or if the top rules are incom-
parable but the number of suppositions made in the first ar-
gument is properly smaller than the number of suppositions
made in the second argument.

The two previous relations can be combined.

Definition 7 (Defeats) Let A andB be two arguments.A
defeatsB iff: i) A attacksB; ii) ¬(B PA A).

In this section, we have defined the defeat relation in order
to use the Dung’s seminal calculus of opposition.

This argumentation framework, which has been already
proposed in (Morge & Mancarella 2007), is implemented by
MARGO4 by using the implementation of (Dung, Mancar-
ella, & Toni 2007) in the CaSAPI system (Gartner & Toni
2007).

4http://margo.sourceforge.net

Individual Reasoning
We consider our AF to perform the individual reasoning
which is about the kind of services which can be provided
or requested. Decisions are made according to the individ-
ual statements, i.e the user’s requirements or competencies
about the services, and the users’ preferences.

In the influence diagram representing the competen-
cies/needs ofAl (cf top of Fig. 1) the main goal
(provision) is split into independent, still abstract sub-
goals: concerning the cost (cost) and the quality of the ser-
vice (qos). These sub-goals are reduced to further, concrete
sub-goals. The main goal, i.e. the provision of a compos-
ite serviceS, needs to be addressed by some decisions, e.g.
on which concreteSa andSb service to adopt (by appropri-
ately instantiating variablesx andy in Fig. 1). Through the
paper, variables are in italics and constants are in typescript
font. Al may be able to provide several instances ofSa (x
may be instantiated in different ways) and needs to choose
one instance of serviceSb (y may be instantiated in differ-
ent ways). These decisions depends on the agent knowledge
(pricea, warrantya, priceb, warrantyb). The user
also provides, through the GUI, users’ preferences such that
cost is important.

The theory corresponding to the influence diagram will
contain for instance the two following rules:
r012 : provision← cost,qos
r01 : provision← cost
expressing that achievingcost andqos is ideally required
to reachprovision (cf r012), but this can be relaxed: ac-
cording tor01, achieving the goalcost is enough to reach
provision. Priorities amongst goals are represented by
means of priorities over rules,r012Pr01.

In this way, our AF shifts from the goals and the prefer-
ences provided by the user to an abstract representation of
atomic services (or composite services, as appropriate). For
instance, an admissible argument concludes that the goal re-
lated to the provision of the serviceS is reached if we sup-
pose that the price of the serviceSb is low. This is then
turned into a concrete representation (choice ofx fulfilling
the constraint) by the social reasoning.

Social Reasoning
We consider our AF to perform the social reasoning which
is about the concrete instances of services which can be pro-
vided/requested. Decisions are made according to the indi-
vidual statements and the social statements, i.e. the user’s
requirements or competencies about the service providers,
the alternative concrete services, and preferences over them.
The social statements are exchanged during dialogues.

Thecommitmentsare internal data structures which con-
tain propositional/action social obligations involving the
agent, namely with the agent being either the debtor or the
creditor. Concretely, the commitments may contain the con-
crete representation of atomic or composite services pro-
vided by the interlocutors and the representation of the part-
ners exchanged during the dialogues, while thesocial the-
ory contains the concrete representation of atomic or com-
posite services provided by the agent. Moreover, the lat-



ter contains preferences about the services and the partners.
The selection (resp. the suggestion) of concrete services is
made according to the user’s requirements (resp. competen-
cies) about the alternative concrete services, the information
about the partners, and preferences over them.

In the influence diagram representing the negotia-
tion problem of Sb from Al’s viewpoint (cf bottom of
Fig. 1), the evaluation of the contract (contract) de-
pends on the provision of the service (provision)
as considered by the individual reasoning and depends
also on the supplier (supplier). The evaluation
of the supplier is influenced by knowledge about cus-
tomer testimonials (testimonials(x, v)) depending on
the number of previous collaboration with these sup-
pliers (previous(x, n)) and the average satisfaction in
these collaboration (satisfaction(x, v)). The com-
mitments ofAl include commitments involvingAl: ei-
ther Al is the creditor of the commitment, for instance
commit(Bob, Sb(e)) is added to the commitments when
Bob suggests it; orAl is the debitor of the commitment, for
instancecommit(Al, Sb(e)) is added to the commitments
whenAl accepts it (see the next section).

provision

cost qos

costa costb qosa qosb

Sa(x) Sb(y)

pricea(x) priceb(y) warrantya(x) warrantyb(y)

contract

supplier provision

Proposal(x, y)

priceb(y)

warrantyb(y)

previous(x, n)

testimonials(x, v)

satisfaction(x, v)

Figure 1: Influence diagram to structure the decision (top)
and the negotiation (bottom)

In this way, our AF reasons, takes some decisions, and
justifies them during the dialogues. For instance, the argu-
ment concluding that the goal related to the cost of the ser-
vice Sb is reached since the price ofSb(c) is low, is useful
for Al to justify its choice in front ofBob.

evaluate
contract

challenge
evaluate

send question

send assert

receive assert

receive assert

receive assert

receive whyreceive accept

send assert

send accept

send why

receive withdraw

send withdraw

Figure 2: Negotiation protocol for the requester

Social Interaction
Our agent drives the communications by the adherence to
protocols. Decisions required to conduct the interaction are
provided by the social reasoning which uses a boot strap
mechanism that initiates the required protocol, the role the
agent will play in that protocol, and the other participants.
The protocol engine determines the appropriate message to
be sent given those parameters. When there is a decision to
be made either between the choice of two locutions (e.g. an
accept or a reject) to be sent or the instantiation of the con-
tent of the locution (e.g. the definition of a proposal), the
protocol engine uses a precondition mechanism to prompt
the social reasoning. Upon the satisfaction of the precondi-
tion, the protocol engine sends the locution to the outgoing
message queue. A similar mechanism is used for incoming
messages. If it is necessary to update the commitments of
the agent, this can be done with the post condition mecha-
nism which operates in a similar manner.

The agents utter messages to exchange goals, decisions,
and knowledge. The syntax of messages is in conformance
with a common communication language. We assume that
each message has an identifier,Mk; is uttered by a speaker
(Sk); is addressed to a hearer (Hk); responds to a message
with identifier Rk; is characterised by a speech act Ak com-
posed of a locution and a content. The locution is one
of the following: question, assert, accept, why,
withdraw (see Table 1 below for examples). The content
is a triple consisting of: a goalGk, a decisionDk, and a
knowledgeKk. We will useθ to denote that no goal is given
and∅ to denote that no knowledge is provided.

Fig. 2 depicted our negotiation protocol from the re-
quester viewpoint with the help of a deterministic finite-state
automaton. The choice of locutions to send is dependant on
the way the social reasoning fulfills preconditions. For ex-
ample, the outcome ofevaluate contract by the so-
cial reasoning will dictate to the protocol engine whether it
sendsaccept, assert or why. According to the corre-
sponding rules, the commitments are updated when an as-
sertion is received. If an admissible contract have been al-
ready suggested, then the speech act is anaccept. If a
new admissible contract is found, then the speech act is an
assert. Otherwise the speech act is awhy.

Table 1 depicts the speech acts exchanged betweenAl
andBob playing a negotiation dialogue in the step 6 of the
e-procurement process. They attempt to come to an agree-
ment on the contract for the provision of a serviceSb to
reach the common goalgood deal. A contract is a tu-



Mk Sk Hk Ak Rk

M0 Al Bob question(good deal, 〈cid,Bob,Al, Sb(x), [price(x, px),warranty(x, wx)]〉, ∅) θ
M1 Bob Al assert(good deal, 〈c1,Bob,Al, Sb(d), [price(d,high),warranty(d,low)]〉, ∅) M0

M2 Al Bob assert(good deal, 〈c2,Bob,Al, Sb(c), [price(c,low),warranty(c,high)]〉, ∅) M1

M3 Bob Al why(good deal, 〈c2,Bob,Al, Sb(c), [price(c,low),warranty(c,high)]〉, ∅) M2

M4 Al Bob assert(costAl, 〈c2,Bob,Al, Sb(c), [price(c,low),warranty(c,high)]〉, ∅) M3

M5 Bob Al assert(good deal, 〈c3,Bob,Al, Sb(e), [price(e,low),warranty(e,low)]〉, ∅) M1

M6 Al Bob accept(good deal, 〈c3,Bob,Al, Sb(e), [price(e,low),warranty(e,low)]〉, ∅) M5

Table 1: Negotiation dialogue

Figure 3: Acceptability space of participants after the mes-
sageM3 (left) andM6 (right)

ple〈cid,deb,cred,s,terms〉wherecid is the contract
identifier,deb is the agent providing the service,cred is
the agent requesting the service. A contract is concerned by
the provision of a service provided that the list of terms &
conditions (denotedterms) are satisfied. With the message
M1, Bob informsAl that it finds out that the terms & con-
ditions of the contract for the provision of the serviceSb(d)
are justified with respect to the common goal (good deal).
However,Al does not findSb(d) justified and he proposes
Sb(c). Since none of these proposals have been jointly ac-
cepted, they should not be considered in the following of the
negotiation.Bob attempts to determine the reasons forAl’s
choice (cfM3) which is the cost (rather than the quality of
service). GivenAl’s response inM4, Bob includes the goal
provided byAl. Therefore, it finds amongst the other so-
lutions (Sb(e) andSb(f)) the one preferred byAl (Sb(e))
and suggest it (M5). Finally, Al communicates his agree-
ment with the help of anaccept (M6) which closes the
dialogue.

Theterms considered for the evaluation of the contract
aboutSb during the negotiation are represented at the two
axis of the plot in Fig. 3. The acceptability space of the two
participants is represented by shaded areas and depends on
the price (y-axis) and the warranty (x-axis). Four points re-
flect the combinations of values:Sb(c), Sb(d), Sb(e), and
Sb(f). After the messageM3 (cf left of Fig. 3),Bob only
findsSb(d) justified andAl only findsSb(c) justified. After
the negotiation dialogue (cf right of Fig. 3), the acceptability
spaces of the two agents have shifted to a point where there
is a common solution,Sb(e). We can notice that the influ-
ence ofAl on Bob avoids to explore the alternativeSb(f)
which is not justified fromAl’s viewpoint. The agents are
able to influence each other, through argumentation.

Conclusions
We have presented a model of argumentative agents which,
contrary to (Amgoud, Dimopoulos, & Moraitis 2007), have
been implemented and tested with real-world use cases. Our
proposal is not the first attempt in this direction. For in-

stance, the framework proposed by (Kakas & Moraitis 2006)
allows effective argumentation-based negotiation. With re-
spect to the latter, we have used the argumentation frame-
work for decision-making proposed in (Morge & Mancar-
ella 2007) which introduces multi-criteria techniques forthe
decision making. We incorporate abduction on missing in-
formation as suggested by (Kakas & Moraitis 2003).

In this paper, we have described an argumentative agent
model to automatise the selection and composition of ser-
vices. For this purpose we have provided an AF for decision-
making to perform the individual reasoning and the social
reasoning. The individual reasoning is about how to achieve
its individualistic goals and the social reasoning is about
common goal solving through collaboration. In order to
valid this approach, we use the multiagent platform GOLEM
(Bromuri & Stathis 2007) for the deployment of our agents.
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